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“He treated us all the same — like dogs,”
Green Bay Packer tackle Forest Gregg
grumbled about his Coach Vince Lombardi.
Lombardi was a standard bearer for a
coach in of any sport in the 1960s. In
football he was king and the Super-Bowl
Trophy carries his name.
Coach Lombardi became famous for his
toughness and his gospel was spreading
throughout the sports world when a young
man named Tim Welsh was in college. In
the 1970s, along came basketball Coach
Bob Knight who echoed Lombardi’s strict
standards and no-nonsense approach
to molding athletes, building teams and
winning national championships.
At that time Tim Welsh was working through
his magna cum laude undergraduate

education at Providence College, earning
a Masters Degree at the University of
Virginia and spending seven years as an
English teacher. But when he pursued his
doctorate at Syracuse University he was
drawn back to the pool. Life around water
had become familiar to Tim during his
undergraduate years when he worked as
a summer club coach and lifeguard. But at
Syracuse he discovered his own passion
for coaching with two catalysts named
John Leonard and Guy Edson.
Welsh is retiring from coaching after
spending 29 years as head coach at the
University of Notre Dame — a span that
Leonard has mirrored that time as Executive
Director of the American Swimming
Coaching Association. Leonard recently
recalled their experience forty years ago in
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Syracuse, “Unlike many young coaches in
those days, Tim was serious about learning
about how to be a good swimming coach.”
Tim’s attention wasn’t just to coaching
swimmers to swim fast, but was also
to develop the whole person. Welsh
believes there is an advantage in athletic
performance when the individual has
taken care of all their responsibilities.
“When a swimmer steps up on the blocks
or diving board, a whole person steps up
there. If their schoolwork is a mess, and
their head is back in their room, thinking
about that work, a whole person is not up
there ready to swim.”
So Tim found a new laboratory to
instruct in, which was in college athletics
and the development of a swimming
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team. Surrounded by young adults he
could teach lessons about personal
performance as athletes, as students
and as people. Although he was once a
basketball player, and then an English
teacher he had been transformed into a
learned swimming coach.
Never was his capacity for teaching life
put more on the line than in the days and
years that followed January 24, 1992.
That was a cold winter night that a bus
carrying his Notre Dame women’s team
went off the road on a return trip to South
Bend. Thirty-four people were injured and
two lost their lives.
In the year that followed Coach Welsh
told the New York Times, “The accident
changed all of us forever.” While he
described the preciousness in each day of
life that he and his team sensed following
the accident it seems that this man already
possessed the values necessary to be
a strong leader for his troubled team.
Richard Shoulberg, an Olympic coach.
commented at the time, “If I had a child
who loved to swim and wanted to improve,
I’d love to see them swim for Tim Welsh. I
know wherever he is coaching, the kids will
be well taken care of.”
And while he was taking care of kids Tim’s
teams won. There were two National Team
titles at Johns Hopkins and 33 conference
titles over his career. And while he won, he
gave. He served as Chairman of the NCAA
Swimming Committee, President of the
American Swimming Coaches Association
(ASCA) and a founder and leader of the
ASCA’s Fellows program for fourteen years.
His capacity for understanding the collision
between people and events and the ability
to apply his experience, his judgment, and
how to proceed with an optimal course
of action has been recognized by many.
There have been numerous awards for
Welsh including six-times being voted
the Big East Coach of the Year, receiving
ASCA’s Ousley Award for exemplary

service, the College Swimming Coaches
Association (CSCAA) Steadman Award
for spreading joy and happiness in the
sport and in 2009 CSCAA’s distinguished
service award.
To put it simply, Tim Welsh is a wise man,
who has shared his wisdom with athletes,
treated them with kindness and been
rewarded by witnessing their successes in
and out of the pool. But even if you never
swam, or coached with, or met Tim Welsh
he has served you and helped all of us, at
least if you believe one Chinese wise man:
“If there be righteousness in the heart
there will be beauty in the character. If
there be beauty in the character there
will be harmony in the home. If there be
harmony in the home, there will be order
in the nation. And if there be order in the
nation there will be peace in the world.”
In the spring of 2013 Tim gleefully shared
that in preparing for Mothers Day he would
be flower shopping with his wife of many
years. It seems that Jacqueline, the former
curator of education at Notre Dame’s Snite
Museum of Art loves planting flowers and
nurturing their growth. And Tim’s character
is such that he made sure he supported her
joy on ‘her day.’ In the Welsh home harmony
seems to be present, just as has been the
case so often with his teams. From the very
center of Coach Welsh’s being, emulates
outward the wise man’s philosophy and in
the end, the nation and the world are just
a little better off because of what is in the
heart of Tim Welsh.
In 2009, Notre Dame bestowed its
Presidential Achievement Award upon
Welsh. The award recognizes a University
employee who lives the University’s mission
and is a role model exemplifying all of the
school’s core values. You see it is difficult
to discern Notre Dame from Welsh, and
Welsh from Notre Dame.
Writing and writers seem to abide by few
rules these days that once were a part of

the English classes he taught. So I may be
breaking an old or new rule now to state this
personal note: from a sporting standpoint
I’ve always hated Notre Dame. They were
bitter rivals to our high school sports teams,
and equally so in intercollegiate athletics,
in the Big East Conference. A personal
love for defeating the Fighting Irish has
caused me to rue the day that movies like
Rudy were made and Knute Rockne AllAmerican was shown.
But in these final days of Coach Welsh’s
tenure at Notre Dame, I paraphrase the
words of the mythical Rockne, and make
a public plea to Coach Welsh’s men’s
swimming team. In the voice of a young
actor named Ronald Regan who played
the movie role of ‘the Gipper’ I beg, “Boys,
you may have a time when you feel a little
down and the breaks are beating you. But
in your moment of challenge, I’m asking
you to rise up, rise up and win just one
more time. Win one for Welsh.”
It may be a race, it may a team victory. But
ring the bell and remind us all that winning
can take place through the leadership
that comes from injecting your life as an
athlete, and as a young man, with wisdom,
delivered with kindness.
Win the Welsh way.
And roar with victory and hug your coach,
for you have been blessed daily in your
athletic experience. You boys, know what
it means to have been groomed and
grown by a man named Welsh. So you
can be a better man and even prouder of
your own name.
For the rest of us onlookers we will simply
be reminded that wisdom, kindness and
Welsh still have a special place in this world
— an enormous world that his coaching
career has enriched. It is warming to be
reminded that a man who took care of his
home, and whose character and heart
is bathed in righteousness, has been a
mighty winner too.
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Learning isn’t done through memorization or new knowledge - it’s in your actions every day.
Here’s how you might be standing in your own way.

Seven Obstacles

Keeping You from Change
By Stephanie Vozza

Face it: We’re all just a bunch of old dogs
trying to learn new tricks. Whether we’re
making resolutions, trying to gain new skills
or vowing to kick bad habits, the trick isn’t
gathering the knowledge needed to make
the change; it’s putting the info into action.
“No one ever transformed their life from
simply reading a book,” says Chris Majer,
founder and CEO of the Spokane, Wash.based management consulting firm The
Human Potential Project. “Change can
only take place through practice, patience,
and perseverance.”
“Too often we believe if we gain enough
information and understanding, we will
do something different,” says Majer.
“But that just isn’t true.” Comfort is a
formidable enemy.
Transformation requires another level--a
capacity to act--but obstacles will get in the
way. The good news is you can maneuver
around them, says Majer, author of The
Power to Transform: Passion, Power, and
Purpose in Daily Life. Here are seven
potential pitfalls to change and the mindset
you’ll need to plow through them:

1. Being Blind to Your Blindness
Blind spots are normal, natural, and
common, says Majer, but they limit us.
Instead, you must recalibrate the lens
through which you view the world, actively
seeking new knowledge, opinions, and
insights to expand your capacity to move.
“We can’t see what we can’t see if we
aren’t willing to listen,” he says.

2. The Desire to Be Comfortable
Comfort is a formidable enemy, says Majer:
“Our minds are deeply committed to being
right, comfortable, and safe,” he says.
“Unfortunately, comfort and authentic
learning are mutually exclusive.” Simply
put, you must be willing to get out of
your comfort zone to transcend. Get
comfortable with the idea that change
will be uncomfortable.

3. Confusing Opinions with
Learning
An opinion is not the same as a thought,
says Majer: “Thinking is the process of
generating an original idea or distinction,”
he says. “It requires energy and attention;
having an opinion requires neither.”
Assessing a situation can get in the way
of learning. Instead of deciding whether
or not you like the idea, Majer says ask
yourself, where’s the power in this for me?

4. The Desire for Instant
Gratification
We live in a world where we want it
all and we want it now, but authentic
learning doesn’t happen in an instant,
says Majer. “If you want to really learn
and change, then you need to get past
the distractions and commit to build
enduring practices,” he says.

5. Thinking But Not Doing
The mind can understand, but it’s the
body that actually learns, says Majer.

“Developing new skills takes practice in
real time with real people with real impacts
and personal risk,” he says. In other words,
practice - lots of it - makes perfect.

6. The Drive for Novelty
One of the greatest killers of change
is the allure of the next big thing or the
latest fad. You cannot be effective at
creating change if you chase after every
new idea, says Majer.
“Building authentic competence takes
time,” he says. “You must be willing to
stick with one process if you are going
to change.”

7. The Belief that Change is
Private
Authentic, sustained learning is a social
process, says Majer; we learn best and
most easily in a community of committed
learners. Unfortunately, we also live in a
world where we are paid to know, and not
knowing is often considered a weakness.
So, we buy books, take webinars, and
listen to recordings in private, but the selfhelp style of change often comes with a
delusion of progress.
“People learn best when they’re learning
from each other,” he says. “Hire a coach or
put yourself into a structured process. And
know that learning takes time.”
Stephanie Vozza writes about business,
time management and really cool people for
magazines, websites and companies.
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new study shows why people may be

Tuning out
The Olympics

By Arthur L. Caplan & Lee H. Igel, The NYU Sports & Society Program

With the onset of the Winter Olympics
Games in Sochi close at hand, it is about
time to revisit every sports fan’s favorite
subject: performance enhancing drugs.
Most people are probably sick of the
subject by now. In fact, lots of experts and
pundits, relying on exhaustion on the part of
the public, argue that the war against PEDs
is so unpopular that it is time to give up and
let athletes dope to their heart’s content.
But a brand new survey on attitudes about
PEDs shows that worries about their use
are chipping away at the credibility of the
Games and other sports. Moreover, while
the public may be tired of talking about
them, a majority hates PEDs use.
The results from the public opinion survey
of more than 2,000 adults in the United
States conducted by Harris Interactive on
behalf of the Foundation for Global Sports
Development make things very clear. The
survey aimed to understand consumer
perceptions of doping in sports, with an eye
towards increasing awareness about its
damaging effects. The results are in: doping
isn’t making sports better for athletes, fans,
or anyone else.
Upwards of 60% of those surveyed feel
doping is the biggest problem in sports
today. Just over 50% feel that suspicions
of doping leads to a less-enjoyable viewing
experience for fans. About two-thirds of all
respondents suspect athletes are doping.
Nearly three-quarters believe that wellheeled doping programs lead to teams

effectively “buying” medals.
That is startlingly bad news for those who
say it’s time to get rid of rules against
doping.
As the survey results show, doping has few
fans. More than half of the respondents
perceive athletes who engage in doping
as “criminals.” Not one in five U.S. adults
prefer to watch doped-up athletes — no
matter how exciting it makes the game or
what outsized feats can be accomplished.
When posed with a hypothetical, “Would
You Do?” situation in which they were
asked to imagine themselves competing
in the Games alongside a teammate who
was doping, nearly 60% of the respondents
felt that they would be likely or very likely
to report the cheater. Almost 90% felt they
would be at least somewhat likely to inform
the proper authorities. When given another
“What Would You Do?” scenario about their
own propensity to use PEDs if it increased
their chances of winning a medal in Sochi,
about 90% of the respondents said they
wouldn’t do it. Even if the temptation to use
is strong in the real world of competition,
these results make no case for giving-in on
the war against PEDs.
Should Olympic athletes be held to a
higher standard than professional league
athletes? About 7 out of 10 respondents
believe the spirit and status of the Games
demands that they be.
But PEDs corrode trust in what athletes do.

More than 50% of respondents view new
records set during the Games and other
sports contests skeptically. That’s because
of allegations of PEDs use and the prospect
that PEDs will always be part of the Games.
What happens when news about PEDsusing athletes comes to light? More than
75% of respondents suggest that they’d
have a tough time supporting a team that
has multiple players admitting to or busted
for using PEDs. A little less than that
number say athletes who cheat with PEDs
reflect poorly on the country they represent.
So, just who is responsible for fighting on
against PED use? Most people feel that it’s
up to either governing bodies and coaches
to prevent PED use at the Games. Some
feel that athletes and watchdog groups need
to shoulder the responsibility of policing
PED use. And less than one-third feel that,
at least in international competition, the
team shouldn’t be held responsible when
one athlete is caught doping.
Yes, a lot of people are tired of hearing
about doping in sports. But it’s not that they
want a doped-up Olympic Games. It’s that
they are tired of talking about it because
they want PED use to stop.
Arthur L. Caplan, PhD, is the Drs. William F.
and Virginia Connolly Mitty Professor and
head of the Division of Bioethics at New
York University Langone Medical Center.
Lee H. Igel, PhD, is associate professor in
the Tisch Center at New York University.
Both are affiliated with NYU’s Sports and
Society Program.
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Be Healthy,

Be A Professional

Open Letter froma Reader to USA Swimming Coaches
By Coach Dave Gibson

SwimSwam welcomes submissions
from our readers upon the world of
swimming. Those that we find to be
interesting in perspective or subject
matter, we will post, however posting
does not necessarily mean that we
agree with or endorse the opinions of
the authors. If you have a submission
to share, please send it to share@
swimswam.com.
This letter is courtesy of Dave Gibson,
Head Coach Swim Fort Lauderdale.
Coach Gibson is an ASCA Level 5
coach with 40 years of coaching
experience. Accolades: ASCA Gold
Award of Excellence (2008), coach of
3 Olympians.

I know the most obvious answer
would be because of the amount of
terrible actions (and subsequent media
attention) involving abuse with/of
athletes. Unacceptable. Gotta Stop. As
important as that is, that topic is for later.
I’m talking about coaches’ health (physical
& mental) and the professionalism of our
profession and sport. We are, you are,
the best coaches in the world. I want to
see you coaching for a long time. We
need you. I know there are coaches who
do take very good care of themselves
and they exercise regularly, eat right, and
are emotionally in a good place, but…

Following a conversation I had recently
with some colleagues…

Statistics show that 1/3 of children are
overweight and that 2/3 of adults are also
overweight. Children sit at a computer or
in front of the TV too much instead of
being outside playing. Adults sit at their
desk and in front of the TV too much.

I am (we are) worried about you. Why?

I realize, I know, that for your swimmers,

From Coach Dave Gibson:

8
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for your team, and for you to be
successful, you have to put a lot of
hours & hard work in…BUT everyone
and everything will be better if you are
healthy and at your best.
I’m not going to pull any punches… I
am concerned… Coaches, please start
taking better care of yourselves.
What does this mean?
Start exercising: 2-5 x per week for 20-40
minutes would be good. Walk, jog, run,
bike, kayak, skate, swim, play tennis,
racquetball, golf, hike, zoomba, orange
theory, elliptical, stationary bike; etc.
Take some time out of your busy day
and get physical, please.Maybe it’s after
morning practice or at noon or in the
evening. Maybe do it as a staff. Maybe
do it with your spouse or significant
other. Even at meets try to get some
exercise in.

Watch your diet: You tell your athletes
this all the time, follow your own advice.
Eat more fruits & veggies. Cut back on
the junk. Don’t over eat. Cut out or cut
back on soft drinks/sodas. Try to cut
back on coffee. Drink more water. Snack
healthier. Consider a multivitamin.
Don’t smoke. Don’t chew. Be careful
about drinking too much alcohol.
Get a physical (any age is good)…
it will tell you a lot. If 50 or older get a
colonoscopy…get other screens/tests.
Ladies get a mammogram.
Be smart about sun exposure. Use
sunscreen. Wear a hat maybe. Get
checked by a dermatologist.
Take a day or weekend off occasionally…
even better, regularly. Enjoy your life
away from the pool, your job and the
sport. Knowing you, knowing coaches,
this probably needs to be planned, just

like your training schedule. But do it.
Your mental health is critical/crucial. You
need it. Maybe it’s alone. Maybe with
your spouse. Maybe with friends.
Dress for success. Dress to impress.
Dress as a professional. If we want
to be taken serious…if we want to be
respected, by our athletes, by parents,
by officials, by the public…we need to
look professional.
Take the pledge to be at your best. Take
the pledge to be a good role model. Take
the pledge to set the bar high for our
profession. Let’s lead the charge. Do it
for your athletes. Do it for your sport. Do
it for yourself – you will feel better and
be better.
No one is perfect, including myself, but
please take care of yourself. Like I said
above, we need you around for a long
time. Thanks and see you on deck.

Coach Gibson Swim Fort Lauderdale:

“Take the pledge to be at your
best. Take the pledge to be
a good role model. Take the
pledge to set the bar high for our
profession. Let’s lead the charge.
Do it for your athletes. Do it for
your sport. Do it for yourself.”

Dave Gibson, Head Senior Coach, is
a certified ASCA Level 5 Coach with
38 years of experience including Head
Senior Coach Fort Lauderdale Aquatics.
Dave has coached all levels of swimmers
from the novice to the world-ranked,
including three Olympians (most recently
Rickey Berens). In addition, Dave has
served as a USA National Team Coach
for several international meets. He has
received the following accolades during
his career: ASCA Gold Medal Coaching
Award; Coach of the Year in Arizona,
Indiana and North Carolina; and he is an
Indiana Swimming Hall of Fame Inductee.
ASCA NEWSLETTER | 2014 EDITION 3
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Building a Path to

Success
The Michigan Swim Camp Way

By Kurt Kirner, Hillsdale College Head Coach and Assistant Professor of Sport Sciences

During summer swim camps and clinics, I
enjoy telling stories of “success.” There is
something about having a dream and the
tale that captures achieving it. One of my
favorite stories outlines the magic of Walt
Disney. His life is a pattern of unrelenting
persistence defined by the message
“failure overcome by success.” I lead
up to Walt’s story with a few entertaining
and fictional tales of inspiration to magnify
the message. By doing this the campers
immediately think another compelling,
imaginative and inspiring tale is building. I
am careful to begin by presenting a regular
kid (Disney) with a “dream”; just like each
one of them. I hide the “give away” hints
like cartoons, characters and amusement
parks within the context of the dialogue.
As I add more dates and facts the young
audience begins to realize that I may just
be talking about a “real” life hero rather
than one of imagination. The story is built
around the fact that this driven, self-made
and creative person has one big dream that
he strives to accomplish in his life’s work.
Each failure drives him and accelerates
his efforts. At the finish, of course, I have
them guess who I may be talking about and
finally reveal a collage showing hundreds of
familiar products produced from one man’s
vision. The fun part is that so many do not
realize there is an amazing story about an
10
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ordinary guy behind the label “Disney.” It
is a foundation by which I help young
athletes build a reality for themselves.
Creating a reality through the character
traits of working hard through their efforts,
overcoming doubts and adversity in their
approach and learning to control one’s
destiny through their mindset.

or performance.
Think of your own
experiences, how often do we hear it was
someone else’s fault or something else
was to blame or the result was a matter
of bad luck? We seem to be living life by
lottery. Whatever combination of numbers
come up on any given day is the lot we
have accepted to play with.

One of my long held beliefs as a parent,
educator and coach, has been that human
beings are quick to protect themselves
against failure. As a parent of two boys in
youth sports leagues, I have paid careful
attention to young athlete’s reactions to
good and bad plays; to good and poor
decisions; to wins and losses.
One
haunting point keeps popping up: youth
athletes blame results both bad and good
on things they have no control over. I’ve
heard, “The officials didn’t place any calls
our way” “The other team cheated” or
“The weather conditions weren’t doing
us any favors.” Excuses like these can
prevent athletes from creating a successbased environment. Now think about the
implications of this attitude in a collegiate
environment. In the sports psychology
course I teach, student athletes routinely
refer to competitive situations or reflect
on contest results as being determined
by something other than their own play

Even the sport of swimming is not immune
to this artificial sacrifice of control. When
running mental training sessions for
Michigan (formerly Wolverine) and Nike
Swim Camps, I encounter this thoughtprocess routinely. In response I have been
busy designing a curriculum to combat this
reaction and thus have been proactively
attempting to enhance the way athletes
deal with adversity. Competitive swimming
is, as a matter of fact, an easy sport to
teach the young athlete a controlled path
to success. It is one of the only sports
that allows an athlete to directly compete
against others while never being impeded
by his/her competitor’s efforts. In a
swimming event (other than open-water),
the athlete simply dives into their “own”
lane and then completes the entire race
without interference from any force other
than the ones he/she creates.
Taking competitive swimming one step

further think about the structure with
which our environment is filtered. Swim
workouts are designed for the athlete’s
advances. Races can be easily planned
out in advance. And results are defined
specifically by how hard that swimmer,
and only that swimmer, works at it! But
still with all this to their advantage we find
that athletes too often limit themselves
for fear of failure. As previously pointed
out, humans have a knack of protecting
themself from failure. Common excuses
include: “I don’t think I can make that
interval.” “That’s not my stroke.” “Others
are faster than me!” And finally the always
available and ultimate responsibility sucker
“I can’t do that.” The reasons, excuses and
explanations are never-ending roadblocks
that can defy our greatest dreams.

Attribution Theory
As a coach who teaches at the collegelevel one of my favorite challenges is to find
practical ways to apply research findings
from sport and educational psychology. In
this case I am further looking to use these

tools to proactively enhance an athlete’s
chances of experiencing success. One of
the classic theories that has far-reaching
consequences in the approach to success
is Attribution Theory. An “attribution” is
simply the way human beings explain
things. A kind of “I explain therefore I
am” mentality. (“Attribution Theory”, p.1)
When we use external attributions (or
explanations) for how, and why, things
happen to us we typically surrender a piece
of personal control in the result. We, in fact,
leave cause to an external agent or force.
This type of thinking becomes a “slippery
slope.” Once we start placing blame outside
of our own efforts or surrender control, we
relinquish responsibility and resolve to feel
separate from the result. Consequently,
what attribution theory boils down to is the
following chain of events which drive our
thought-process (“Attribution Theory”, p.2),
1. The world asks “Why?”
2. The athlete provides an attribution.
3. His/her future behavior is

determined by that attribution.
An example on the pool deck of how this
plays out might go like this: An athlete is
competing in a big event at a championship
meet and just misses a personal record
or “PR.” He thinks briefly about this
disappointing result and concludes, “My
coach missed my taper.” “I was in an outside
lane in a slow heat.” “The competitor next
to me threw my race strategy off by setting
too fast a pace.” Consequently, for the
remainder of the meet the athlete swims
below expectations for every subsequent
event and additionally misses out on a spot
for his team’s relays.
Michigan Swim Camp Coaches Mike
Bottom and Jim Richardson have allowed
me a great opportunity to help mold the
approach toward learning at camp as the
head clinician for the developmental track.
It is typical to hear simple attributions like,
“That is not my stroke”,” I can’t do that”,
“I’m not good with the snorkel”, “I don’t
like that drill” and many other numerous
limiting explanations. Even though these
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Building a Path to Success (Continued)
are not necessarily all external attributes,
they are clearly statements that shirk
responsibility and affect behavior. After
using these excuses repeatedly it is as if
the athlete has given him or herself a pass
on even attempting the challenge. Under
such circumstances, we have instructed
our camp counselors to encourage these
young campers to adapt to a more effective
internal attribution.
The ideas of personal control and an
internal sense of responsibility are at the
heart of healthy attributions. If these ideas
are central to participation the athlete will
hopefully learn to take charge of their
practice and performance.
Then, no
matter what the conditions or outcome -success or failure -- the athlete becomes
satisfied with, or at least accepting of, the
result. Consequently, their thought process
shifts to “What can I do to be better and
get the result I aspire to achieve.” By
accepting this strategy for future behavior
a pattern emerges when they succeed:
they display real pride and satisfaction;
they are comfortable giving credit to whom
they feel assisted; they feel competence in
their abilities and confidence in their efforts;
and finally they are optimistic for future
successes. Even more important is their
response to failure. These properly trained
and empowered athletes realize that
they need to work harder, prepare better
and create their own results based upon
intrinsic means. But most importantly, they
remain “hopeful” whereas their external
attribution relying counterparts can easily
experience what Martin Seligman termed
“learned helplessness” upon continued
setbacks. Dr. Seligman’s career primarily
targeted mental health issues such as
pessimism and depression but his findings
clearly extend to the less-severe habits of
attribution in human behavior. Simply put,
when using the wrong self-talk, humans who
have failed at tasks often conclude that they
cannot improve their performance no matter
the circumstances. It soon can become an
innate response. This thought pattern can
proliferate making the athlete less sensitive
to determining the consequences of their
behavior, less interested in pursuing more
effective strategies, and overall being less
intrinsically motivated in similar challenges.
12
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(“Learned Helplessness”, para. 1).
Conversely, no matter how many “ups
and downs” a properly trained athlete with
the reinforcement of healthy attributions is
much more likely to persevere.
Of course, failing to meet challenges is one
thing, but even worse is when a “beaten
down” athlete who feels the need to cheat
to save face. At camp, I occasionally find
an athlete who struggles with responsibility
and looks for ways to cheat in order to
boost their status and impress others. To
them this display of ego security is about
protecting their false sense of talent. They
find it more important to give a dishonest
effort to get the recognition without actually
having to prove it.
So how did we encourage positive
attributions at camp? First I stimulated their
imagination with a few captivating stories
of famous individuals who experienced
epic failures yet somehow persevered. At
the center of these stories were the idea
that “failure” is a healthy way to achieve
success and no one is able to reach their
goals without a few timely setbacks. Next I
had them build a mental toughness training
plan using a modified template from Dr.
Jason Selk’s
(2009) book 10-Minute
Toughness. In this plan we used tools that
helped to build positive attributions, reframe

mistakes and dysfunctional thought
patterns, and plan strategies to overcome
obstacles. Finally, we emphasized the idea
of repeated and effective mental practice to
create the psychological growth mindset
we were trying to encourage.
My challenge at camp was to draw the
athlete’s experiences together as they went
from session to session. I encouraged
them to ask questions, set daily goals and
highlight important learning or technique
tips. During one-on-one sessions, we
expected the athlete to be responsible for
recording their own comments in videoreview and stroke correction sessions
with the assistance of their counselors.
Throughout the entire camp experience,
we constantly challenged swimmers to
make choices and decisions that allow for
constructive growth. We further expected
our counselor/coaches to use feedback
that strongly reinforced internal attributions.
Some of the responses were in the form of
questions like: “Why do you think that is so?”
“How could you make that better?” or “Can
you think of another way to accomplish
that?” Also, counselor/coaches offered
feedback encouraging self-responsibility
for technique and training behaviors. For
example: “You seem to be working very
hard at incorporating your core.” “You’re
trying new things and that is great” or “I

like the way you think about improving your
race strategy.” Even in situations where
behavior needed to be modified phrases
such as the following might have been
used: “Ok that did not work, why and what
should you do to have a more positive
result?” “I know you are capable of a better
result, were YOU satisfied with that result?”
“Let’s try it again and please tell me what
you need to focus on.” Or “I know your
team is good at this type of thing. So ask
yourself how could you perform better and
up to the standard your team prides itself
on?” According to what we know about
building a growth mindset we are careful
to refer to the athlete’s effort, NOT their
talent! We want them to feel as if they
have the ability to control their practice
or performance habits by trying harder or
thinking more.
Remember attributions are fairly simple
statements that can have enduring effects.
With internal attributions, the two most
important directives {a} are 1) they must be
applied to the situation whereby they are
thinking about “why” the result is happening
and 2) the explanation for the result must
be formed from an internally driven cause
(“Attribution Theory”, p.8),. Think about
the power of such phrases like, “Man, that
set was really well done. Hmm, I wonder
why … there must be a lot of motivated
teammates driving that result.”; “Casey, I
don’t know if you realize it, but you just have
been working day in, day out on correcting
that core body position. You are definitely
a hard-working person. Makes me proud!”
or “Kelly! Wow! Talk about creating a model
to be followed! What you just did certainly
raised the bar for our team!” Certainly the
idea is about catching them doing things
right and then giving them the impetus to
carry it forward by building a strong sense
of self-efficacy. Consequently, they begin
to initiate a pattern of behavior which meet
their expectations. It becomes a positive
and constructive “self-fulfilling prophecy.”
Overall, the great thing about using
Attribution Theory as a philosophical
foundation in developmental training is
that it drives commitment and consistency.
In essence Attribution Theory shows us
that people can create new attitudes or

beliefs or behaviors depending upon the
explanations they make. If they make
external attributions (“I completed the set
because my coach expected me to”) then
they are unlikely to change their attitude
about their self-motivation to train hard.
But, if they make an internal attribution (“I
completed the set because I am a hardworking and dedicated athlete.”) then it is
likely that they will come to view themselves
as the type of teammate and person that
can get the job done.

Growth Mindset
In a previous article I wrote about the
importance of building a Growth Mindset
(Kirner 2008). This is still a central theme
of our evening mental toughness sessions.
In review, growth mindset includes the
following directives: In a previous article
I wrote about the importance of building
a Growth Mindset (Kirner 2008). This is
still a central theme of our evening mental
toughness sessions. In review, growth
mindset includes the following directives:
1. Embracing challenges
2. Overcoming obstacles (persisting in
the face of failure)
3. Viewing effort as the path to mastery
4. Seeking criticism that makes one
better
5. Being inspired by the success of our
teammates and competitors
Much like the effect of Attribution Theory, a
“growth mindset” can be learned through
careful and thoughtful coaching, teaching
and mentoring. While nurturing this thought
process, the athlete gains a greater sense
of free will giving them an advantage in
adapting to the constantly changing world
around them. Individual athletes realize
that once they reach a milestone at their
level of competition they can look for that
next higher level to conquer. I have found
that by applying this effective mindset,
athletes can learn to self-motivate their
play to higher levels of performance both
in practices and competitions. Even the
very young athletes relate to the ideas
developed behind “growth mindset”

because we tie it into the idea of “having
fun.” As a college instructor, I instruct
students to realize that we must lead to
reframe limit-setting thinking and allow for
a “take charge” mindset. A mindset that
creates a world of continued optimism in
the face of many potential failures while
traveling on the path to achieving success.

Message to Coaches and Parents:
1. Use the communication and
reinforcement tools of healthy
attribution
training
to
drive
participation in not just sport, but
all endeavors.
a. Make sure attributions are internally
driven and display sense of
responsibility for their efforts.
b. Teach the athlete to embrace failure
as a learning opportunity. Setbacks
help the athlete build their resolve
and are a foundation to create
strategies for future success.
c. Teach athletes to be graceful in both
success and failure.
d. Allow opportunities for athletes to
feel and have a sense of control
within their participation respective
of their age and development.
e. Luck should not play a prominent role
in the final result. Teach the athlete
to create a stable environment for
future development and successful
outcomes
2. Maintain
high
standards
yet
reasonable expectations through
effective goal-setting for their level
of development in the sport.
3. Maintain a strong adherence to the
rules of the sport and create an
environment of ethical behavior and
fair play.
4. Make sure any awards or rewards
are given contingent on them being
earned. This leaves a clear message
that effort is valued above all.
5. Create a growth mindset in your
approach to leading; and in the
athlete’s approach to practice and
ASCA NEWSLETTER | 2014 EDITION 3
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Building a Path to Success (Continued)
would reach a goal and immediately look
to the next, even better project. Often
that next idea was a completely different
product but it had grown from the previous
struggle to make the last project work.
Each work brought them closer to their
individual dreams.

participation.

Conclusion
This summer I plan to add a second tale
of a “real-life giant” to my inspirational
storybook whose efforts have further
transformed the entire modern world. I
recently read the biography, Steve Jobs by
Walter Issacson (2011) and the parallels
to Disney’s life are astounding. Both
men were driven from their earliest years.
Both men failed throughout their careers
only to rebuild a stronger company. Both
men were perfectionists and charismatic
leaders, yet ruthlessly committed to their
vision through their management style. I
realize that many biographies share these
same qualities: however the inspiration
that truly drives the audience’s interest is
their powerful belief in their “dreams.” As
a function of their remarkable vision, they

Their stories are so captivating because
in reality both men were unable to reach
the ultimate pinnacle of the success they
created. At camp clinic’s the “OMG”
moment is when I tell the camper’s what
Disney’s dream actually is; and then I
let them know that he never survived to
actually realize his dream. See, Walt
Disney wanted to build the ultimate model
of the perfect community; and at the time
of his death the “dream” was still on the
drawing board. Thankfully so many of
Disney’s followers, admirers and people
who worked alongside him secured his
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dream when Disney World, and namely
EPCOT, opened seven years after Walt’
death. The crazy thing is that his legacy
is many times more powerful today as his
company, and furthermore, products have
touched practically every human being. It
is not a stretch to say that Walt Disney is
probably the most influential human being
to walk this earth in modern times.
I find it ironic that the real common thread
between Jobs and Disney happened
during Steve Jobs “most epic fail.” Back
in the mid-1980’s Steve Jobs was fired
from the company he founded “Apple
Computers.” Immediately thereafter, the
fiery Jobs set out to prove Apple wrong
and joined a band of digital animators to
create a movie company called PIXAR.
They soon partnered up with Disney as
a way to distribute their movie shorts.
PIXAR’s first full-length project was a

stroke of genius only a person with Job’s
vision could create: “Toy Story.” It proved
to be one of Disney’s most popular movies
and product lines. Additionally, it came at a
time when the Walt Disney Company was
losing a foothold on its #1 status in the
family entertainment industry. The Walt
Disney Company was simply struggling
against start-up competitors to transition
to new and more creative technology in
the digital entertainment field. A timely
coincidence occurred as Steve Jobs came
to the rescue. His PIXAR vision produced
a new line of cutting edge products that
proved to be loved by millions of fans
all over the world. Consequently, Steve
Jobs’ vision helped to transcend Walt
Disney’s future success.
The great message about stories like
these is the idea of having a mindset
that allows for the seemingly impossible
to become possible. To have a vision
and persevere. To further let it grow into
something beyond our wildest dreams.
Of course, that vision begins with, and
is only possible if, we are incorporating
a growth mindset and feeding it with
healthy attributions. As a leader of youth
athletes, we can provide an important
role in helping to mold that mindset in our
young athletes. Furthermore, it is never

too late to change your own perspective.
Researchers, such as Seligman (2006)
and Dweck (2006) have shown that
people can change their outlook through
attribution training and adopting the
tenets of a growth mindset.
The fictional tales of inspiration I enjoy
narrating involve short messages of insight
to success whereas the life stories of
Disney and Jobs are enduring testaments
of the perseverance of ordinary people
tackling continuous life transformations
and challenges. Both Disney and Jobs
passed before each of their legacies could
be measured. When Disney died in 1966
he was running just barely a profitable
company that is now worth an estimated
market value of well over 120 billion
dollars1. On the other hand, Jobs passing
in 2011 left two thriving giants -- PIXAR
and Apple. Both are still prospering and
could potentially follow a similar trajectory
to the one modeled by the Walt Disney
Corporation. The message is a powerful
one – two ordinary kids with extraordinary
dreams and the drive from within to make
their vision a reality beyond anyone’s
wildest imagination.
I would like to thank Jim Richardson
and Mike Bottom for the opportunities
to develop such an article through the

Michigan Swim Camp. I would like to
also thank Ms. Sarah Leitner for her
careful editing and word crafting in the
completion of this article and Chris Lading
of Lading Freelance of Appleton, Wi for
preparing the photos for publication.
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What Contributes to Swimmer Improvement?
By John Leonard

The answer to the titled question, is an
ever-expanding outline. I will tackle the
first “layer” in this article.
First – PARENTAL SUPPORT – for all the
challenges that age group parents present
in the coach-parent-athlete triad, the fact
is, that without the right type of parental
support, the chance of a child being
“successful” in age group swimming are
greatly diminished, regardless of whether
“success” is defined by “happiness in the
sport” or “competitive success.”
Part two of this outline will discuss the
fundamentals of “appropriate parental
support.”
Second
–
QUALITY
COACHING
- It is simply impossible to imagine a
successful swimmer improvement without
quality coaching. Quality is not only
“knowledgeable”, it’s about “good teaching
16
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skills”, good communication skills, empathy
with the athlete, and CONSISTENCY in
coaching. Swimming is a technique limited
sport….if your technique is not good, your
improvement is drastically limited.

mind here. The athlete (and parent) need
to understand that swimming is a complex
sport requiring a lot of things, and they
can’t be done quickly. Impossible. THINGS
TAKE TIME!

Part two of this outline will discuss what are
the factors critical in quality coaching.

Part two of this outline will delineate some
other psychological traits that parents can
help their children acquire.

Third – Consistency in Training and
Effort. – The most important factor
in improvement is SHOWING UP. (at
practice, at your job, etc.) See appropriate
parental support. ;-)
Part two of this outline will discuss what
is real consistency and appropriate work
levels at each age group.
Fourth – The Mindset of Small Consistent
Improvements - “Hard by the yard, a
cinch by the inch” and “how do you eat an
elephant? One bite at a time” both come to

Fifth – The Mindset of RESILIANCY - In
anything in life that is worthwhile, there will
be setbacks. Learning to see these for what
they are, react properly and bounce back,
is indispensible in athlete improvement.
Part two of this outline will demonstrate
examples of what this means in the real
world of swimming.
All the Best, John Leonard
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First Year in a New Position:

Creating Major

change
By Carol Capitani, University of Texas

Introduction by Bud McAllister: I have
the pleasure to introduce to our next
speaker, Carol Capitani. I think there are
some people that you just know are going
to be successful in life no matter what
they choose to do, and that is because of
their attitude and their personality. I think
Carol is one of those people. I knew a long
time ago Carol was going to be successful
as a coach, and that one day she would
be a head coach at a major college, and
here she is today. I have known Carol a
long time. I coached her when she was
13, when I was coaching at Mission Viejo
a few years ago in 1984. Since then, I
have followed her career closely, both as a
swimmer and as a coach. She went to Cal
— did very well there — and then went on
into coaching and had 14 very successful
years with Georgia, helping them stay the
power house that they are. Now she is the
Head Women’s Coach at Texas, and she is
here to talk about her first year. Thank you.

advised me: oh you have to start off your
talk with a joke. In real life, for those of you
who know me, I do not tell jokes; I am not
really that funny. So I am just going to start
in the beginning with my interview at Texas.

Capitani begins:
Thank you, good
morning. A year ago John Leonard asked
me to come back this year and talk about
my first year in Texas; just how the year
went and our successes and everything
else. Because of that, that sort of put me
in a tailspin all year, thinking about this talk.
Also thinking about the talk, a lot of people

I am thinking: I was part of a program that
won some national championships, and
there are a lot of damn-good coaches out
there that I would have to compete against
to win a national championship. I have
been following, I have been in Swimming for
a really long time, and I know, and even in
the past 20 years, how hard it is. Because it

18
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So they brought me out; it was May of 2012.
Flew me into Austin, and I was there about
an hour and then was taken to this fancy
steak restaurant downtown. We go into a
private room, big table, all these important
people there: head coaches, the A.D.
[Athletic Director] and some other people
who were part of the hiring process. Things
are going along pretty unthreateningly,
smooth, and we are making chit-chat.
Then someone asked me, they said, “So,
Carol, if you were hired to be the head
coach at Texas, how long do you think it will
take to win a national championship?” I am
like wait; I mean, we have not even gotten
to the appetizers yet. We have not even
started.

takes time to foster the relationships, and it
takes time to build that winning culture, and
it takes a lot of support from people who
care a lot about that process and about that
experience. I did not say all this — because
I cannot think that fast on my feet. But I
was really nervous, and so I said, “Well, I
think if you’re looking at a timeline or you
need me to make some sort of promise on
when I could deliver that, I don’t think I’m
the person you’re looking for.” You know
and then the interview went on.
I guess, in the end, I am the person they
were looking because they hired me. So
I think the challenge of my first year, and
my ongoing challenge, will be is: they did
not just hire me and say, “Just take your
time you can do whatever you want.”
They did not drop their expectations and I
did not drop my expectations. Because I
think, honestly, everybody is in the sport for
different reasons, but I think at some point
we are in the sport to help swimmers do
some amazing things, to swim really fast
and to have a great experience. But it is
about winning; part of it is about winning.
What I am going to talk about today is how
to create change, and how to foster those
relationships and build a culture but then
just make it happen a little but faster. This is

my challenge is really. I felt it this year a lot.
So to start: how do you do that? In the
beginning I really needed to focus on the
relationships. So before I would even got
to Texas, I still had to finish-up my job at
Georgia and move forward. I thought I
really need something to get the girls all
together. Alright? To kind of unify them
behind an idea. I was an English major
and got my Masters in English, and
so I thought, I’m going to get them the
idea behind a story. So I wrote them an
email. I do not know really their names, I
do not know their faces; I can barely just
concentrate on my own team. So I pay
attention to other teams, but it is hard for
me to really know a lot of other swimmers.
So this is all brand new.
So before I even know them, I send them
an email. I said, Hi, I’m Carol. I’m really
excited to come to Texas, and I’m looking
forward to getting to know you all. I said,
— I believe this is true and I hope you guys
do too — I honestly believe that there’s
very few times in life you get to wipe the
slate clean and start over. Or really kind
of change your story, because it just takes
some real concentrated thought and it
takes a lot of effort, and it is scary. So I
said, Look if you guys weren’t the hardest
workers, if you are not the hardest worker,
you can change that. If you weren’t the
best student, then buck-up and think about
being a better student. Or if maybe you
have not made the best decisions then,
I don’t know about that. Because I am
going to come in without knowing all that.
I want you guys to think about your stories;
and not just your stories for the end of the
summer, but for the season ahead. I want
you to give some thought to how you would
write your own story, and how you want it to
end, you know, just season-wise, because
you’re allowed to change it. So I thought
was really doing this great email, and I sent
it. Then I immediately regretted it, because
I just thought: wait what am I doing here?
That next couple of weeks, I still do not
know them. I got a couple of responses,
but not really what I was looking for. Some
people were really welcoming, some
people I did not hear from — and that is
fine. So I ended-up coming to Texas, flying
in, moving my family. I come to my first
practice, and two things happened that day.
I am going to talk about two things that are

“

Everybody is in the sport for different
reasons, but I think at some point we are
in the sport to help swimmers do some
amazing things, to swim really fast and to
have a great experience.

”

really kind of important to this talk when I
look back over the year.
One of those things, have the practice, get
together with the girls; and it goes well, it
goes fine. Then after the practice, I said,
“Well, let’s just go out to coffee.” So we
had coffee and breakfast, and I sat with
them. At the end of the breakfast, they
give me this book. In it were 24 pages of
my team. Not just the girls that stayed for
the summer, because some of them did
not want to stay for the summer. Maybe
twelve stayed. Somebody got all the other
girls together and they all made this book
for me. One page of each person. On
those pages it had their names, their family,
where they’re from, their club coach, their
high school coach. You know, what they
cared about. They said why they came to
Texas. Why they chose Texas. What they
loved about Texas. Their favorite things to
do outside of Swimming in Texas. Their
hobbies. I do not know how to say it, but
they also included taper and how I taper
on their pages at the end of the sheet. It
was really touching. Really neat. Because
I think this was actually in response to what
I asked them to do. That really helped me.
I went through this book, and I had to go
through it a lot. I even kind of went through
the book during the year, because you
cannot just memorize 24 kids and get to
know them deeply in one year. It takes a lot
of time. Of the 24 athletes I had, four had
parents die already in their lives; at least
one parent died. Some of the kids told me
their parents were divorced; some kids told
me their family situations. They told me
things about them that don’t really come-up
in normal conversation. That was a really
great place from which to move forward,
because that is the kind of stuff that takes a
long time to get to know.
I thought that it was their effort to help me,

and so then I had to help them a little bit
and I had to let them get to know me on
a real level. I could not just come-in and
start coaching, because that baseline for
coaching is about the relationships. So in
that, it did not all go perfect. How do I make
this relationship go faster? It is moving a
little faster. You know you have to have the
culture in mind. The culture that I had in
mind moving towards had — I wanted it to
have some patience in it and some kindness
and resilience and grit. I wanted them to do
these kind of hard things. Because I think
we all know that doing anything meaningful,
anything worth doing, is going to be difficult.
I needed to have their buy-in to kind of
move forward on this journey.
Along those lines we are going to go
forward, and I love this picture — a friend
gave this to me. I saw this process of
moving forward in the year. I felt like I had
just been given... maybe I just got back
from the Home Depot or the nursery with
little seedlings or something. Even though
they saw themselves as these developed
people; the way that I saw it is, I have to
hurry. I came home and I planted, and you
have all these little trees or little seedlings
and then they needed to grow into
something stronger.
So moving forward to create this kind of
culture, I had to take some risks and still
continue to take risks during the year. It
does not seem like a big race, maybe for
you guys, but here is something I did that
scared me. When I got there, the practice
times, in the morning, it was 6:00-8:00,
three times a week. For a lot of reasons,
I really wanted to change practice to 5:30,
for important reasons. For the whole team.
Then, I thought, I cannot change practice to
5:30 because, one I wanted to kind of be on
the same schedule as the men. I thought,
ASCA NEWSLETTER | 2014 EDITION 3
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First Year in a New Position
that’s important, we need to all come in
together, we need to be a team. Second,
I thought, well, I don’t want to make my
assistant mad because he’s not even a
morning person anyway and is going to be
mad if I make him come in at 5:30. Then
I thought, well really, if I make practice at
5:30, the girls are not going to really like
me, it’s going to make it hard. Then when
I realized that maybe I was scared of all
those things, that was the real reason that I
actually had to make it 5:30. So I changed
practice to 5:30 and it worked. I mean it
worked fine. They still maybe don’t like me
for it, but it’s okay.
You know another thing, I laid down some
pretty strong rules about some things which
have some real consequences. That still
scares me now. It scares me every time we
have a team meeting. It is because I could
lose some of my best swimmers over some
really bad decisions, and I had promised
when I had come in to help them through
these bad decisions.
But I think if you’re trying to do something a
little bit fast... I mean, if you just had a family,
and you know your family and you move
forward, you have all that time to do it. But I
felt that I had a responsibility. I mean some
of these kids were seniors, they only had a
year; they only had a year to get something
really great and magical out of the sport.
Some were juniors and they only had two
years. So I really wanted to kind of push
this, but in a great way and in a safe way.
So that’s the philosophy behind that part.
When I say I like stories, I don’t mean fairy
tales, because obviously some things
worked really well and some things did
not. It’s funny, sometimes, I think we’ve all
been in this situation. There was this girl
in December — one of our good sprinters
— and I really had seen her make some
strides. She is a 50 girl and she really
picked up a 100; and we were just stretching
her to be bigger. So we’re coming into our
biggest meet in December, and I have her
come over and I think I am giving this really
great motivational talk. I’ve got her right in
front of me.
I said, “Hey, you’re going to be our anchor
on this 4x100 freestyle relay. You’ve done it

(Continued)

in practice, you’ve been amazing, I’ve seen
your growth. You’re lighting it up and this
is where you belong, you are the anchor.”
She is almost in tears. I am wowed, thinking
I must be really good, you know? But then
she looks at me and says, “Carol, you don’t
know me at all. I hate anchoring.” Just as
much as people give me a book and it looks
all perfect, things that really help me learn
that sometimes we don’t know what we’re
doing. I think that I’m really doing my best
coaching and I’m helping people find out
what is important. But instead this swimmer
says, “No, we’re not even there yet. We’re
not even close. You don’t get me, you do
not know me.”

hug. “We’re so glad you’re here and this is
going to be really fun.”

But even in that confrontation, she had the
guts to at least say, “Hey you don’t get it,
but now you do.” So we had somewhere
to move forward from. So there is a story.

Then I almost blew it, because then I said,
“Well wait, wait, wait. Eddie don’t just... I
know this is my first practice and maybe
you’re just trying to be nice to me, so I don’t
mean just today, I mean all the time. So
you can change your mind right now, but if
you say ‘yes’, we’re just going to be down
there all the time.” He said, “I really like
that.” That, that part you think oh no big
deal or whatever. Really I thought, ‘What
was I so scared of, it’s going to be perfect.’
But it is not perfect; as everybody knows
you just keep working towards it.

Moving forward: we are talking about
relationships and bringing people together.
This is the pool at Texas: probably a lot
of you have been there. Those are the
national championships banners I have
to see every day: there are nine on the
women side. I am following some pretty
big names, I know. But if you can see this
pool, down at the other end — at the far
end — that is where the men’s lockerroom
is. The bottom left hand corner is where
the women’s lockerroom is. So I walk in
and it is my first practice. This is the same
first practice that went fine, I went to coffee
after; but it is my first practice. I am so
nervous. I am excited. I was excited and
I was nervous and I was happy. This is a
really seminal moment for me because this
is the first day of my new career, and this is
going to be pretty cool. So I walk in.
But I know that maybe it has not been superfriendly, alright? I know that maybe the men
and women have not gotten along that well.
So I see Eddie [Reese, men’s coach at
Texas] and I see my girls. So I walk past my
girls, and they are just kind of huddled — I
still do not know them, remember — I say
hey, and talk to them for a little bit. Then
Eddie walks down towards me and I walk
towards Eddie, so end up saying hello. It is
a big deal. We meet where the bulkhead is,
and he welcomes me and gives me a big

I almost walk away, because I am shaking.
So I think, ‘Well you know what this, this
thing is pretty important, but maybe I can
just go take care of my team and then later
I am going to work on the bigger culture,
alright?’ But then I just somehow said,
“Hey, Eddie wait.” Eddie goes, “What?” I
said (I get nervous even talking about it). I
said, “Wait, what’s the deal here. Can we
swim on your side? Can we start on your
end?” Because all the guys are in their four
lanes but on the other end of the pool. He
just looked at me, and he said, “Sure.” Yes!

So I go back to the girls, and I say, “Hey
ladies. Cool. We’re just going to get our
bags and start at that end.” They were
like, wait, what? So some of them grab
their bags, and then one girl goes, “Oh,
just today?” I go, “Oh no, just every day.
We’re just going to start together.” So they
followed me down there. That is another
kind of leap of faith.
I really enjoy, and I have been part of, a
combined culture, combined program, for
my whole coaching career, for 15 years.
I love it. But I don’t think there is much
difference; I love just coaching a women’s
team. I’m not trying to make a big, mass
team, and swim together all the time; the
men’s swim in their lanes and the women
swim in their lanes. But I have also been
fortunate to be part of a culture where I love
going to work every day. I laugh so hard
every day.
I worked with Jack and Harvey and Brian
and Jerry [the staff at Georgia], and just
ASCA NEWSLETTER | 2014 EDITION 3
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some amazing people. Sometimes I could
not wait to get to work in the morning. I
cannot imagine working in a place where
I do not really look forward to spending
time with some great people. I think: why
would you guys be in it? It is really hard
to go to work every day if you do not really
love the people with whom you work and
care about. I wanted to help bind everyone
together again, and help the men and
women just support each other in a normal
way. I mean I am grateful for the culture
that I was a part of for so long, but I also feel
that it is imperative that in all of our work
that we foster that.
Moving forward, I am really proud of the way
we are working towards working together,
and I do not think it was as easy for the men
as it was for me or for my assistant — Roric
[Fink] worked on a combined program for
a long time. So when we go to meets, the
men actually traveled with us, we traveled
together as a team, to race some other
teams. We swam together, and it probably
doesn’t seem like a big deal. But when
somebody put this picture on my desk in
January, it kind of made me believe I had
to sign it and give it away or something. I
thought, wait, maybe we are kind of doing
things right, because they look happy and
they’re supporting each other and that’s
not manufactured, you know. So I knew at
least that the feeling was stronger.
Also, I think it’s obvious, but if I am down
there with Eddie and Kris [Kubik, men’s
assistant] and I am with our diving coach,
and we are all working together, to me
that’s the real coaching. Hey, what’s up
with their turns? Can I go help that guy?
or Hey, what are you guys doing today?
What’s working? Sometimes the practice
falls apart; I do not even know what’s going
on today with this team. That, to me, is the
learning part; that is the growth part.
So the best instore is for a little bit. Every
day I have to look at this record board, and
it is a good reminder of just kind of what is in
front of me. There are some really amazing
records; there are some World Records
on the board — no pressure. There is
this record — and I looked at that for two
summers — the 800 Free Relay. I was
22
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getting the team ready this summer and the
psych sheet comes out for US Open. I have
looked at that record, and I thought, “Gosh,
we should just get our team together.” No
offense, because one of those girls [on
the record relay] is an Olympian and one
of them is on the National Team and they
were really fast in their own right at that
time, but I was kind of tired of seeing that
record. So I just got the psych sheet and
we got our team together, and I said, “Hey
let’s knock the crap out of that record; let’s
get it off the board.”
So we got them all fired up and we talked
about that. We looked at the psych sheet
and the US Open Record was 8:07. I
thought: Gosh, if were really put things
together well we can really get this record.
Kris comes over after the girls get in — it is
kind of taper-time, and they are really giddy
and they are spazzy and so they get in. Kris
comes over, the men’s assistant, he says,
“What are you guys talking about?” I said,
“We’re just talking about this record, and
how we want to get rid of some records.”
He says “Okay.” He goes back over.
Then fast forward: we are at US Open and
we are getting ready. The reason why
those US Open Records for relays they
do not get broken that often is because no
one stays to do them. So the pool was kind
of clearing out, and it is at the end of the
meet. The girls are getting ready. Not only
is there a twenty-minute break after the last

event, but then there is a first heat; so it is a
good half an hour away. So I am getting the
girls ready, and then Eddie walks up behind
me. He said, “Carol,” and I turn around,
and he said, “this better be fast.” [laughter]
“Because we are all staying to watch it.”
[laughter] I turn around, and the rest of the
men’s team — fifteen guys — were there.
Kris was there, and Eddie was there. All the
kids, you know, started doing a cheer, and
they cheered the entire 800.
If I could take my top-three moments of this
year, that one probably meant the most to
me. It doesn’t mean we’re doing it perfect, it
just means that we’ve both working toward
something that helps people be successful.
Our relay — we went 8:00, so the relay
would not have been that fast. I know it
would not have been that fast had we not
had people feeling like they were one team.
I do. I mean, Eddie is not here but, I do feel
there was kind of a generosity. I think they
stretched a little more that we had to stretch.
We wanted, obviously, to be part of a more
successful culture, because they didn’t
have to be part of our culture to win. They
already have a winning culture. They won
in 2010, they have been more consistent
in winning. I hope you are understanding
this talk. We are not talking winning, we are
just talking about culture being excellent.
At least, creating the opportunity for that to
happen. But the last one our women won,
the last one was in ’91, so that was a long
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time ago. So that makes me pretty happy.
I hope you feel that I do think it is really
important to have support from your
colleagues. I do feel pretty grateful that
throughout the years, not just being at
Georgia, but coming back and getting this
position allowed kind of my slate to start
clean, which is scary in itself. But I did feel
a lot of support from people in this room
and from people outside this room, and
that is kind of a neat community to be in
in Swimming, when people want the best
from each other. For most of the time.
People did give me a lot of great advice,
and I am going to share some of that
advice in just a little bit because it’s regifting, right? So I’m going to ask you guys
to do something because I think it is why we
come to conferences. I think we come to
conferences to share stuff and meet and go
out and to chit chat about stuff that matters
to you most, right? So I want you to think
about some advice that you have received
that has really made a difference. It can
be recent, it can be old, it can something
you live by, right? Or think about advice that
somebody gave you that you did not take,
and now you regret it because you wish you
had. Think about that for a second.
We are going to take three minutes. I
want you to get with somebody. If you
ever go to church — I go every once in a
while — my favorite part is called passing
of the peace. You stand up and shake
someone’s hand and look at them and say,
“Peace be with you.” That makes the whole
thing worth it to me. So this is the coaching
version of passing the peace. Just stand
up and introduce yourself to someone you
don’t know — so if you are sitting next to
your friend, stretch a little bit and shake
someone else’s hand. We will take three
minutes, and you guys can just share the
coolest piece of advice you did not take.
Ready? Go.
I liked how everybody just started talking
immediately, that was the most energy in
the room. So some advice that I received.
There was a lot of great advice, so I cannot
name everyone. The part that has helped
me the most this year is, even before I

(Continued)

walked into that room, I remembered that
interview and I walk into the room and I
was so nervous. Eddie grabbed me by the
elbow, and I said, “Eddie, I don’t know what
they’re looking for; I don’t know what they
want. Because I may not be their...,” I said,
“this may not be even a good a fit. I don’t
really get what’s going to go on here.” He
said, “Carol, just be yourself; and that’s the
best you can do.”
I think it sounds really simple, but it is
something also that I have heard Teri
McKeever talk about a lot in her talks and
how she has been able to achieve the
kind of success she has. She says, Hey
I just needed to learn to be myself, and to
do things the way that I feel. Because I do
not think any of us can really coach from
wanting to be like somebody else. I cannot
coach like Jack [Bauerle]; I definitely cannot
coach like Harvey [Humphries], if you know
Harvey. But I can take what I’ve learned
from a million different people and try to do
it my own way. Hopefully that’s what we’re
all here to do; learn these great things but
then put them through our view and our
filter and our experiences. Because that’s
the only way you can do it. You cannot be
someone else.
It is funny that Bud said — I don’t even know
if this is true but — I did not even want to be
a swim coach. I wanted to teach English,
write stories, I didn’t know what I wanted to
do, but it definitely was not being a swim
coach. Because at some point, even 10
years ago, I did not even know if I wanted
to be a head coach because part of me did
not think that I was head coach material —
whatever that means. Because I thought
that I had to be a different kind of person or
carry myself in a different way or be more
bossy — I am kind of bossy. But I do not
know, I just thought I had to be different.
By watching some other people go through
this process, it has given the confidence
that I can really just, hopefully, do things in
a great way, but do things in my way.
Some other great advice really. It really is
not advice, it is more like threats; but no, it is
more like the truth, I guess. So something
that drives me — that is hard to share but
it is good — is that before I left Georgia,

Jack said — and Jack has basically been
my work spouse for a long time and is one
of my best friends. He said, “You know,
I’m really nervous about you taking this job
because,” — my husband travels alright,
so he is gone a lot and he is gone Monday
through Thursday a lot of the time. He said,
“I just don’t want your children to be raised
by absentee parents, and that makes me
nervous for you.” It makes me nervous for
me, you know.
That has helped me. That is not advice —
well it’s kind of a negative form of advice.
But it makes me think on a day-to-day
basis, how can I do this really well? How
can I make sure that I am taking care of
the things that I need to? Because I do not
want to look back. I have actually heard
talks at ASCA saying, go spend time with
your family and do not ignore them for
twenty years because all the success you
get in the water is not worth losing your
family over or losing your kids. So I give
a though to that. I think it is important,
whether you have a family, it is your friends,
or what makes your life your life, you know.
Matt gave me some advice and Eric
Hansen, you know, after the first year. They
are like woo, great year and awesome job.
They were like, “Hey,” — they both did not
know they were telling me the same thin
— and they both said, “your second year
is harder.” Which is not advice, either; it
is more. But it keeps me grounded and
it keeps me realizing that sometimes the
art of coaching is in the struggles. It is in
the stories that are difficult that move us
forward. I do not think it is ever going to be
easy, but I think it’s going to be worth it and
why we’re here.
The last piece of advice. This is advice
that a year ago — and you are probably
are bored of hearing it because you have
maybe heard it in a lot of talks. But Gregg
Troy, last summer when he was getting
ready, you know Gregg and Teri both
when they were getting ready to coach the
Olympic team, they took me aside at one
meet, and one had lunch with me and one
took me out. They just said, “Hey, can I
help you with anything? Can I help you in
anyway?” I said, do you have any advice?
ASCA NEWSLETTER | 2014 EDITION 3
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Would you do anything different? Where
did you screw up that... you know? Both
of them told me, in no uncertain terms,
they said, “Look, if you want to stay in this
sport for a long time — you’ve been in it
for a long time, you want to keep moving
forward — I would take a weekend off a
month. I would just take Friday night off and
Saturday morning off; and I would delegate
because...,” you know, for a lot of reasons,
not just because you’re lazy — you want to
go and mess around. But they said, “Look
it helps you give your assistances some
accountability and some responsibility.
It lets your kids know that they can swim
fast without you, right; without holding their
hand. It empowers the people underneath
you, and it empowers the team. It also kind
of models the behavior,” — this is what I got
from it, that it models the behavior — “that
those kids aren’t the center of the universe
like they think they are but they’re not.”
I think if they see me, or they you know
see someone who does this on a regular
basis, take time to do things. You know,
my assistant, he is not married, he does
not have kids, but I still think it is important
for him. But guess what: I did not do it,
because I didn’t. Because I was too scared
and because I felt I had all this work to do.
I even asked my assistant — and he failed
— I said, “You need to hold me accountable
to this and you need to do it too.” We both
did not do it. So, that is something I am
working towards. Maybe by telling you all,
you can ask me sometime if I am doing it.
Maybe I will say yes — I do not know. But
I think in the short term, did it kill me? No,
I am alright. But maybe long term it would
have its residual effects. So there you go.
Okay, we are talking about support, and this
is my family. My husband on the left; he is
Kevin, the one that I told you that travels.
He never thinks I thank him, so I am going
to thank him and then I am going to show
him the transcripts from this speech. But
no. But I do believe we need the support of
the people that care about us, and we need
the support from the people that are in our
lives or you cannot do it as well as you need
to. We have talked a long time and about
our different jobs. I followed my husband to
Asia for two years for his work, and I thought
26
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“

It lets your kids know that they can swim fast

without you, without holding their hand. It empowers
the people underneath you, and it empowers the
team. It also models the behavior.

I had fell off the face of the earth and I
thought I had disappeared from Swimming.
But it did not end up that way. I could not
coach as well as I do, and spend so much
time investing in these relationships, if I did
not feel like he had bought-into this as well.
Because he does feel that this kind of work
is important to do. I am just grateful for it.
On those same plains, we talk a lot about
how we are selling this to my daughters,
Tatum and Carmen — Carmen is 10, Tatum
is 8. Tatum can be bribed with candy and
money and a new bunk bed; and she is fine.
She will do anything. But Carmen is a lot
harder. We had already picked-up our kids
and moved to Asia, and we picked them
back up and then we moved back to Athens
[Georgia]. So they just finally felt settled
and felt strong. So when I did get the job, I
said hey.... Kevin said, “Let’s just tell them.”
I said, “No, no, no, we’ve got to figure out a
way to kind of sell this that is going to work,
because it’s really, really important moving
forward, I think. Because this is a different
deal; I’m not just an assistant; I have to run
this and I have do it well.”
So we thought long and hard, because I
think with anything, there is a million ways
to sell something, and all of it has truths in
it. So instead of selling this idea of mommy
being the head coach of Texas, we could
have sold it from a place of loss. Waah,
we’re just leaving everything we care
about, and all of these great relationships
and great people. I know you’re settled
in this and it’s going to be so hard, but we
are going to deal with it and it’s going to
be awesome in the end. That is totally the

”

truth, because there are some parts that still
breaks my heart about people that I left and
what we created there. But at the same
time, we knew it was going to be a great
opportunity. Whether we do great or we fail
at it, and we will learn something.
So we brought our kids together, and I said
hey, we are moving. No. We talked about
Texas. I had already accepted it, but I did
not tell them that — so I guess we were
lying a little bit. But we said, Hey, what do
you think about this job, and it is going to
be a really neat opportunity and we want
you to trust us. Remember how scary it
seemed moving to Asia, well this is going to
be just like that. But think how cool: you are
going to have friends in Georgia and you
are going to have friends in Texas. There
are lot of things to do. We sold it in a way,
and said: look, this is going to be a really
cool experience. If you trust us and we get
through on the other side, like we promised
you, you will be happy. If you are not, we
will fix it.
Most of the time, it works. Sometimes, they
are just normal kids and they are fighting us
and they are not being great. Most of the
time, they have really brought-in.
Something along the lines that showed me
that we are moving in the right direction
and it is working, when I was in Russia
for World University Games this summer.
This summer was a really busy summer.
Some of you guys might know that. I think
traveling in the summer is for me is even
harder than it is during the regular school
year. There is just a lot of travel and a lot of
stuff to do. So I don’t want to turn down this

trip, because the trips are just the best time
to foster those kind of new relationships we
were talking about. So I go on this trip, and
I am trying to call my kids and Skype with
them and FaceTime, and it is just really not
working. I get this email from my daughter,
the 10 year old. It is kind of funny because
she is my little cheerleader. But I think the
best part of this is — tell me about all the
fascinating stories you’ve had in Russia. I
know each one will better and better. I read
it and I thought, I have her buy-in. I am
doing the right thing, for now. I still probably
need to see this, and keep working on it to
make sure that I do feel my family support.
Otherwise, it will not work very well.
You might think, hey, what does this
have to do with me? But I think it really
has everything to do with you guys. Is
that not what we are trying to do with our
athletes? Put them through something
that is frightening and unknown. You are
saying, hey, trust us and trust me and we

will work hard and I am going to make you
really uncomfortable a lot of the time, but
then after we get through this together, on
the other side that is where the opportunity
exists to do the magical things. Do your
real coaching and get them to be better.
Only from that place is the place where
they achieve success like growth, personal
growth the fast times and everything.
So thank you. Thanks for giving me the
opportunity to put my thoughts together
and I appreciate it.
Carol began her first year as head coach
of the Texas Women’s Swimming program
in June 2012, becoming the tenth women’s
head coach in the history of the program.
In her first season in Austin, Capitani led
the Longhorns to a 9th place finish at the
NCAA Championships, where senior Laura
Sogar became UT’s first NCAA individual
champion since 2001. Capitani also led
the Longhorns to victory at the 2013 Big

12 Championship. Capitani spent 14 years
at Georgia during two different stints: she
was an assistant coach for 12 years (19962008) before returning to Athens in the
summer of 2010 and serving as associate
head coach for the last two seasons. While
a member of the Georgia staff, Capitani
was a part of four NCAA team titles (‘99,
‘00, ‘01 and ‘05) and seven second place
finishes (‘02, ‘03, ‘04, ‘06, ‘08, ‘11 and
2012). Coach Capitani was also a part of
six top-10 NCAA finishes with the men’s
team and helped the Bulldogs garner five
Southeastern Conference titles. Capitani
spent her collegiate swimming career at
the University of California, where she
accumulated eight All-America honors in
the individual medley and breaststroke
events. She graduated from the University
of California in 1991 with a B.A. in English
and completed her master’s degree in
English at Villanova University in 1999.
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watertight. RenoSys has a full complement of integrated products and systems designed to renovate and build new commercial pool
TM
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TM
facilities. Give us a call today for a free, no obligation quotation and ideas on how to solve your pool problems.

Game Changing Ideas for Aquatics

Call for your free sample!
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PVC Pool Shells
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Recreational PVC Flooring

Elevated Pools & Spas
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